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We consider the following game [7]:

Problem 0.1. (The Locker Puzzle, or The 100 Prisoners Problem) We have b boxes labeled
0, 1, ..., b − 1 and a slips of paper with a ≤ b, labeled 0, 1, ..., a − 1. The game is played
between player 1 and a team consisting of players B0, B1, ..., Ba−1. Player 1 secretly
colors each slip of paper either red or blue and puts each slip in a different box uniformly
at random. Now player Bi can look in at most b/k boxes using any adaptive strategy and
based on this must make a guess about the color of the slip labeled i. This is done by each
of the player on the team without communication or observation between them. The team
wins if every player in the team correctly announces the color of this slip.

1 History

This problem was first considered in 2003 by Danish computer scientist Peter Bro Miltersen
who published it with Anna Gál in the proceedings of the 30th International Colloquium on
Automata, Languages and Programming (ICALP) [6]. In their version, Gál and Miltersen
originally considered the case where there are n team members and 2n boxes, half of them
empty. Initially, Milterson assumed that the winning probability quickly tends to zero with
increasing number of players. Sven Skyum, a colleague of Miltersen at Aarhus University,
however brought his attention to the cycle-following strategy for the case when a = b and
k = 2. It is an open question whether the winning probability must tend to zero for large
n.
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This problem became popular in various mathematical context [2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 12].
We consider the following

Problem 1.1. We have b boxes, labeled 0, 1, ..., b − 1 and a slips of paper with a ≤ b,
labeled 0, 1, ..., a − 1. The game is played between player 1 and a team consisting of
players B0, B1, ..., Ba−1 who compete against him. Player 1 secretly puts each slip in a
different box uniformly at random. Now player Bi can look in at most b/k boxes using any
adaptive strategy and try to find the slip labeled i. This is done by each of the player on the
team without communication or observation between them. The team wins if every player
in the team finds the slip labeled with his number.

Clearly, the winning probability of Problem 1.1 is a lower bound for the winning proba-
bility of Problem 0.1. In the following of this paper, we will focus on solving and analyzing
Problem 1.1. We mention a few related works in section 2. The section 3 deals with the
special case when a = b and k = 2 and shows the optimality of pointer-following strategy.
We handle the general case in section 4 and prove a better bound of the winning probability
of the team.

2 Related works

The problem appeared in Joe Buhler and Elwyn Berlekamp’s puzzle column of the quar-
terly The Emissary of the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute [3] in 2004. Thereby,
the authors replaced boxes by ROMs and colored strips of paper by signed numbers. If
the length of the longest cycle is half the (even) number of players plus one, then the team
members in this cycle either all guess wrong or all guess right. Even if this extension of the
strategy offers a visible improvement for a small number of players, it becomes negligible
when the number of players becomes large.

Goyal and Saks [7] build on Skyum’s point-following to devise a strategy for the team
in a more general setting, varying both the proportion of empty locks and the fraction of
lockers each team member may open. As the number of players increases, their probability
of success for the team approaches zero less rapidly than conjectured in [6]. And fixing
the number of players and fraction of lockers each may open, their probability of winning
remains nonzero even as more empty lockers are added.

Many variations have been proposed in [7]. David Avis and Anne Broadbent considered
a quantum theoretical variant in which the team wins with certainty in 2009 [1].
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3 Special Case: a = b and k = 2

First we look at the special case of Problem 1.1 when a = b and k = 2. This case can be
solved by pointer-following strategy with a winning probability roughly 0.3.

The placement of the slips in the boxes induces a permutation σ on [0, a − 1] taking
i ∈ [0, a − 1] to σ(i), which denotes the label of the slip in box i. The strategy of the
players is to follow the cycles of this permutation.

Definition 3.1. (Pointer-following strategy) For i = 0, ..., a−1, playerBi starts by looking
into box i. If σ(i) = i, then he is done; else he looks into the box numbered σ(i), and repeats
by looking into boxes σ(σ(i)), σ(σ(σ(i))), ... and so on until he finds the slip numbered i.

The team wins the game if all the cycles are of length at most a/2. The probability
of this happening is about 0.3 for large a. We sketch the proof here. For i > ba/2c, the
probability that a uniformly randomly chosen permutation σ on a elements contains a cycle
of length i is 1/i. So the probability that σ has a cycle of length > ba/2c is

1

a
+

1

a− 1
+ ...+

1

ba/2c+ 1

This converges to ln 2 as a becomes large. So the probability that all the cycles in σ have
length ≤ ba/2c is about 1− ln 2 ≈ 0.3.

The following argument based on Foata’s transition Lemma was first presented by
Curtin and Warshauer in 2006 [4]. In order to show the optimality of the pointer-following
strategy for Problem 1.1, we introduce another problem

Problem 3.2. We have b boxes labeled 0, 1, ..., b − 1 and a slips of paper with a = b,
labeled 0, 1, ..., a−1. The game is played between player 1 and a team consisting of players
B0, B1, ..., Ba−1. Player 1 secretly puts each slip in a different box uniformly at random.
Now player B0 is required to start opening the boxes using any adaptive strategy until he
reveals the number 0. Once he finds the number 0, he cannot open any further boxes; then
the player Bj repeats the same process where j is the smallest integer in 0, 1, ..., a − 1

that has not been revealed yet. This is done by each of the player on the team without
communication or observation between them. The team wins if every player opens at most
b/2 boxes.

For example, let a = b = 10, player B0 reveals 1, 5, 0. Then player B2 is required to
take over and let us assume that he finds 3, 8, 6, 9, 7, 2. And finally, player B4 reveals 4.
Clearly, the team loses the game since player B2 opens 6 boxes.
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If we record the numbers being revealed, we will be able to recover the process of
the game. In the above example, the sequence S being recorded is 1, 5, 0, 3, 8, 6, 9, 7, 4.
Since we know the game always starts from player B0, we break S into S1 = 1, 5, 0 and
S2 = 3, 8, 6, 9, 7, 4. It is easy to see that S1 is the numbers revealed by player B0 and S2

is the numbers revealed by the following players. We can repeat the process with sequence
S2 with starting player B2 recursively.

Formally, we can define the standard form (canonical cycle notation) of a permutation.
In some combinatorial contexts, it is useful to fix a certain order or the elements in the
cycles and of the (disjoint) cycles themselves.

Definition 3.3. (Canonical cycle notation) A permutation σ is in canonical cycle notation
if:
• in each cycle the largest element is listed first;
• the cycles are sorted in increasing order of their first element.

Foata’s transition lemma establishes the nature of this correspondence as a bijection
on the set of n-permutations (to itself). Richard P. Stanley calls this correspondence the
fundamental bijection [10].

Lemma 3.4. (Foata’s transition lemma) Let σ be a permutation in canonical cycle notation.
Define F : Sn → Sn with F (σ) be the sequence without parentheses. Then F is a bijection.

Therefore, the winning probability of the team in Problem 3.2 is equal to the probability
that there exists no cycles of length > a/2 in a random permutation. Now, we would like
to show that the winning probability of the team in Problem 1.1 is at most the winning
probability of the team in Problem 3.2. Consider any strategy of player Bi Problem 1.1
and adapt it to Problem 3.2: Bi applies the strategy until he opens the box with the slip of
label i. If this strategy succeeds in Problem 1.1, then it will also succeed in Problem 3.2.
Therefore, for large a, 1− ln 2 is the best probability for the team to win in Problem 1.1.

4 General Case

For s, t ∈ {0, ..., b − 1}, [s, t] denotes set {s, s + 1, ..., t} if s ≤ t and [s, b − 1] ∪ [0, t] if
s > t. Let d = b/a. Goyal gives an algorithm for the general case in [7]. The idea is to
simulate the strategy for a = b case where the placement of the slips naturally defined a
permutation of the set [0, a− 1].
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We first define a permutation π when d > 1. Let us define surplus[s, t] to be the
number of slips in the boxes [s, t] minus |[s, t]|/d, i.e. it is the difference between the
number of occupied boxes in [s, t] and the expected number of occupied boxes in [s, t].

Now we partition the set of boxes into a sets called bins: C0, ..., Ca−1 where Ci contains
boxes in di, di + d − 1 for i ∈ [0, a − 1]. For i ∈ [0, a − 1], let m(i) be the first integer j
such that surplus[di, j] is nonnegative. By the minimality of m(i), the box must contain a
slip whose number we denote by π(i). Proposition 2 of [7] shows:

Proposition 4.1. π is a permutation of {0, 1, 2, ..., a− 1}.

Note that π(i) can be computed by the following algorithm: Sequentially probe the
boxes starting from di, keeping track of the surplus, until the surplus is first nonnegative.

Now we give the strategy of the team: For i ∈ [0, a− 1], player Bi uses the above sub-
routine to successively compute π(i), π(π(i)), π(π(π(i))), ... until step c such that π(c)(i) =

i.

4.1 Analysis in [7]

In this section, we briefly describe the analysis of the algorithm in [7]. The authors in [7]
prove:

Theorem 4.2. Let positive integers a, b, k be the parameters for the Problem 1.1 such that
b = da and a = 2kn2 for some positive integers d > 1 and n. Then there is a strategy for
the team to succeed with probability at least 2−9

√
ka lg a−k.

Note lg stands for logarithm of base 2. The condition that b/a is integer and a = 2kn2

are not important. We use the following approximation of n! due to Stirling for positive n:

√
2πnn+1/2e−ne

1
12n+1 ≤ n! ≤

√
2πnn+1/2e−ne

1
12n

For evaluating π(i), |[di,m(i)]| probes are needed. LetM be the maximum of |[di,m(i)]|
for i ∈ [0, a − 1]. The number of probes needed for any player in the team to find its slip
using the above algorithm is upper bounded by M times the length of the longest cycle in
π. We will separately lower bound the probabilities of the events that all cycles in π are
small, and that to evaluate m(h) not many boxes need be opened. The product of these two
probabilities will give us the lower bound claimed in the theorem.

Let p1(α) be the probability that all cycles in π have length ≤ α for α ∈ [a]. Clearly,
p1(α) is at least the probability that all the cycles in π have length exactly α. So by Stirling’s
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formula,

p1(α) ≥
1

αa/α( a
α
)!
≥ ea/α

e
√
2πaa/α

√
a
α

Let p2(β) be the probability that M ≤ 2dβ for β ∈ [a]. Note that M depends only
on the subset of a occupied boxes and not on the labels on the slips (thus not on π). We
partition the set of boxes into a/β sets of size dβ (called groups). By Proposition 3 of [7],
we have the following:

Proposition 4.3. Suppose a group has exactly β slips. Then there exist at least β
(
dβ
β

)
placements of slips in boxes such that M ≤ 2dβ.

Therefore, p2(β) is at least the probability that each group has exactly β slips, i.e.

p2(β) ≥
( 1
β

(
dβ
β

)
)a/β(

da
a

)
Once again, we use Stirling’s formula to simplify the expression. Finally, the winning

probability of the team is at least p1(α)p2(β) if αM ≤ α2dβ ≤ b/k, i.e. αβ ≤ a/2k. By
optimize α and β, we obtain that the winning probability of the team is at least

p1(
√
a/2k)p2(

√
a/2k) ≥ 2−9

√
ka lg a−k

4.2 Improved analysis

In this section, we improve the lower bound of p1(α).
We want to count the number of permutations σ1σ2...σs where |σi| ≤ α for i ∈ [s].

Let Iu,v = {(λ1, λ2, ..., λs)|λ1 + λ2 + ... + λs = a, u ≤ |λi| ≤ v, i ∈ [s]}. Therefore, for
1 ≤ y ≤ x ≤ α,

p1(α) := p1(α, x, y) =
∑

(λ1,λ2,...,λs)∈I0,α

|{σ = σ1σ2...σs ∈ Sa||σi| = λi, i ∈ [s]}|
a!s!

≥
∑

(λ1,λ2,...,λs)∈I0,α

1

λ1λ2...λss!

≥
∑

(λ1,λ2,...,λs)∈Iα/x,α

1

λ1λ2...λss!

≥
∑

(λ1,λ2,...,λs)∈Iα/x,α

1

(α/x)
a
α/x ( a

α/x
)!
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Now, we estimate the number of compositions of in Iα/x,α. Let 1 ≤ y ≤ x. Clearly, we
can choose λi to be any number in [α/x, α/y] for i ∈ a

α/y
. This implies

|Iα/x,α| ≥ (
α

y
− α

x
)

a
α/y

Hence,

p1(α, x, y) ≥
(α
y
− α

x
)

a
α/y

(α/x)
a
α/x ( a

α/x
)!

=
(1/y − 1/x)ya/αxxa/α

α(x−y)a/α(xa
α
)!

By Stirling’s formula,

p1(α, x, y) ≥
(1/y − 1/x)ya/αxxa/α

α(x−y)a/α
√

2πxa
α

(xa
eα
)xa/α

=
(1/y − 1/x)ya/ααya/α√

2πxa
α

(a
e
)xa/α

Now let us estimate the winning probability of the team for the given strategy. As
before, if 2dαβ ≤ b/k, i.e. αβ ≤ a/2k, the team will win. Take β = a

2kα
, we have

p2(β) ≥
a1/2

β3a/2β
(

d

2π(d− 1)
)
a
2β
−1/2e

− a
6β2 =

a1/2

( a
2kα

)3kα
(

d

2π(d− 1)
)kα−1/2e−

2k2α2

3a

Hence,

p1(α, x, y)p2(
a

2kα
) ≥ (1/y − 1/x)ya/ααya/α√

2πxa
α

(a
e
)xa/α

a1/2

( a
2kα

)3kα
(

d

2π(d− 1)
)kα−1/2e−

2k2α2

3a

We optimize α, x, y by taking y = 1, x = 2, α =
√
a/k and obtain

p1(
√
a/k, 2, 1)p2(1/2

√
a/k) ≥ 2−

√
ak(3 lg a−lg(4e2k)−lg d

2π(d−1)
)− 2 lg e

3
k− 1

2
lg(4π
√
k/a)− 1

2
lg d

2π(d−1)

Therefore, the winning probability of the team is at least 2−3
√
ak lg a− 2 lg e

3
k, which is

better than Theorem 4.2.

4.3 Discussion

First, we remark that π is the natural way of finding such a permutation since we need
to encode the information of previous players. In other word, what we define must be a
permutation on [a], not on a subset of [a]. Let us consider a seemly more natural strategy
that the player Bi starts at box di and continue looking at the box until he finds a slip and
denote the number of slip as π′(i). In this scenario, some slip will never be hit and π′ is a
permutation of a subset of [a] and thus the team can never succeed.
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Secondly, the analysis of p1(β) increases the probability of winning a little. Hence,
analyzing p2(β) might be quite crucial in improving the result. However, the analysis of
p2(β) does not involve the permutation statistics, but also the definition of π. This turns out
to be hard to improve.

We conclude the report by considering two remarks in the end of [7]. In our analysis,
we still do not use the dependence of π and m(i). It seems quite hard to calculate the con-
ditional probability. Moreover, [7] states the possibility that a large cycle in π is correlated
to the fact that evaluation of m(i) do not require many boxes to be opened; or evaluating
m(i) in small cycles is costly. However, this turns out to be false because m(i) depends
only on the location (distribution) of the slips in the boxes, not on the number written on
the slips.
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